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Let’s Save Our Coast...
Again.
Sign the petition
and say no to the
Trans Mountain
expansion
Action is needed now to save our coast and protect our environment. We cannot let billions of dollars be
wasted on the Trans-Mountain pipeline and tanker expansion.
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Let’s save our coast... Again
We must act now to stop Trans Mountain.
Let’s send a clear message to Trudeau’s Liberals that British
Columbians are united in opposing the expansion of the Trans
Mountain pipeline because it will:
// Increase the inevitability of a bitumen oil spill.
// Disregard Canada’s obligation to ensure consent from Indigenous
peoples.
// Increase greenhouse gas emissions.
// Threaten thousands of good quality jobs in BC.
// Waste billions of public dollars on fossil fuel subsidies.
Its time to stand up for the environment, for Indigenous rights and for
our future. Let’s save our coast, let’s stop Trans-Mountain.
Yes, I agree! Sign me up for more news on how I can help
stop the Trans-Mountain expansion.
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